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Denmark has decided on several green initiatives to transform the Danish 

transport sector towards significant lower CO2 targets   
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Agreement on Togfonden DK
28,5 billion DKK invested to electrify the 
main Danish railway system by 2027. The  
entire DSB railway operations is expected to 
be electrified by 2030. The remaining diesel 
rail traffic after 2030 will be regional traffic 
on branch lines in Jutland that are expected 
to be replaced by 2035. Next step of the 
future of danish rail development is further 
stated in “Denmark Onwards” (2021) 

Denmark Onwards (2021)
The plan outlines the Danish governments 
infrastructure plan to 2035 and includes 
spending of 160 billion DKK over the next 14 
years. The plan aims to lay the foundation for a 
green transition of transport, and includes 39,5 
billion DKK to public transport. 

Denmark’s Climate Act 
The Climate Act sets a target to reduce Denmark’s 
emissions by 70 percent in 2030 compared to 1990 
and against climate neutrality by 2050. The Act sets 
a series of reporting obligations on government, 
including an annual parliamentary examination of 
the government’s action towards meeting the 
targets.

Green Transformation of Road Transport 
(2020)
Ambition for 1 million green cars, greener fuels 
and a significant CO2 reduction of 2.1 million. 
tones, which brings Denmark a step closer to the 
2030 climate target.

Act on clean and energy efficient vehicles in 
public procurement (2021)
The act defines minimum percentages for 
alternative fuel vehicles in public procurement 
tenders for cars, buses and heavy vehicles in 
accordance with the EU Clean Vehicles Directive.

CO2

National Energy and Climate Strategy 
The energy agreement includes a pool of 500 
mio. DKK over the period 2020-2024, which 
supports green transport solutions; mainly 
extending charging infrastructure. 

Agreement on green ferries
The agreement makes it possible for Danish ferries 
to get one step closer to a CO2-neutral ferry 
operation. The agreement involves a pool of 200 
mDKK, which is earmarked for the green 
transformation of the municipal ferry operation in 
Denmark. 
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PHEVs is increasing as Denmark strives to reach its 

national target with 1 million green cars by 2030

Nr. Of BEV & PHEV passenger cars

Yearly registration of BEV & PHEV 

Battery electric & plug-in hybrid passenger car market

Source: European Alternative Fuels Observatory, Danish Government, Dansk Elbil Alliance

National targets

● Ambition 1 million green cars by 2030

● Target of stopping sales of new fossil driven cars by 2030

Car fleet

● About 2,6% of the 2.6 million passenger car fleet in DK are 
BEV or PHEV

● The number of BEV & PHEV vehicles has been growing at a 
GAGR of 48% between 2016-2021. PHEV stands for the 
largest growth.

Sales of electric cars

● 31% newly registered cars in 2021 were BEV or PHEV

● Strong increasing trend in PHEV during recent year

Incentives and Legislation

● BEV: 55-60% registration tax reduction for BEV and PHEV 
up until 2025and 2030

● Subsidised charging fee for BEV and PHEV cars until 2030.  

● Higher taxes on fossil driven cars to disincentivize 
ownership

§Lower registration tax, 
better charging and more 

new electric models are 
really getting the ketchup 
out of the bottle right now

Dansk Elbil Alliance

20182016
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2017

15 424
9 456
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67 752

+48%
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Danish EV infrastructure towards great 

enhancements to reach ambitious EV goals

Total number of public charging points

Main infrastructure providers

EV charging infrastructure

National target

● 5 000 charging points by 2020

● 29 400 charging points by 2030

● 18 000 fast charging points by 2030

Current infrastructure

● 42 high-power public recharging points per 100 km 
highway concentrated around Statsvejnettet

● 18 PEVs per public recharging point

Planned investments in public infrastructure

● Danish government has budgeted 500 million DKK to 
build nationwide charging point network (along 
stadsvejnettet) until 2030, equivalent to 50 charging parks 
with approx. 630 new charging points for fast charge

Investments in private infrastructure

● Ongoing investigation of adjusting electricity fees for 
households to promote house-installations as the majority 
of charging stations needed in DK are localized at free-
standing houses

● Clever and E-On maintains strong positions in DK. Danish 
hydrogen-champion Everfuel increases ventures in DK 
through expanding operations with hydrogen-partners 
(NEL, Ballard, Energinet)

The next step towards a 
green transport sector is to 

largely expand the 
charging infrastructure by 

tenfold

Dansk Elbil Alliance

201920182017

2.484 2.557

5.687

2016 2020 2021

2.428
2.693

3.254

Fast Charge (>22kW)

Normal Charge (<=22kW)
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Denmark to accelerate the green transport sector by 

spending 160 billion DKK

Total nr. of electric buses 2016-2021

Sustainable transport

Source: European Alternative Fuels Observatory; Danish Regional Transport Authorities

Denmark onwards (2021)

● The Danish governments 160 billion DKK infrastructure plan 
includes:

− Road and rail (electrification) improvements, regional 
development projects as well as initiatives geared towards 
supporting the green transitions within the transport 
sector 

Targets - Local bus service market 

● Transition-target to full EV-bus operations by 2030

● From 2021, 5 regions & 23 municipalities will only procure 
green busses

● 800 Mn DKK invested in new tracks for Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) system at Region Zeeland

Targets - Local train service market 

● To have electrified the main railway system by 2027

● To only have battery/hydrogen driven trains by 2030

● A co2 neutral public railway system 

2019 2021

76

2016 2017

290

2018 2020

162 164

293 293
PHEV

CNG

BEV

With the government’s proposal, 
we will have a future with room on 

the roads for the many electric 
cars, where bicycles are given 
much greater priority and not 

least where public transport gets a 
boost. With this massive 

investment we are entering the 
decade of the railway

- Benny Engelbrecht, Transport minister 

Denmark
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There is a need of a green transition in one of 

Denmark’s core sectors – Logistics

Total number of AF trucks

Total number of AF light commercial 
vehicles

Heavy-duty & light commercial vehicles

National targets

− 3000 electric vans by 2020

− 35 000 electric vans by 2030

− No specific targets for trucks

● Public procurement targets for heavy-duty vehicles:

− 10% green trucks procured until 2025

− 15% green trucks procured until 2030

− A mileage-based toll for trucks differentiated 
according to the trucks’ CO2 emissions.

Current situation

● Less than 1% of all the vans on Danish roads uses 
green technologies

● 0,7 % of all the trucks on Danish roads 
uses green technologies

Planned investments

● Coop DK have initiated a partnership with Scania to cover 
for city-distribution with full e-trucks. This will be the first 
full e-truck solution provided in DK

● Freja Transport has invested in a full e-logistic on-site 
trucks and focus on local distribution in DK

2020

137

2016 2017

162

2018 2019

91

165
181

LPG

CNG

BEV

201820172016 2019 2020

606

780752

1004

1868

CNG

BEV

PHEV
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Current MaaS-solutions available are a project-integrative solution combined with 

a vast variance on mobility providers
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Car sharing

● Green Mobility is the largest operator with an only 
all electric pay-per-minute service

● SnappCar is a P2P car renting platform that 
enables car sharing between private people

● DriveNow is a BMW-associated carsharing 
platform with a free-parking ability for members

● GoMore is a Danish car-sharing portal with private 
leasing and car-sharing with 2 325 000 members 
in 5 different countries

● Donkey Republic is by far the most used bike 
sharing platform in Denmark with a Bluetooth-
application

● ByCyklen is a Copenhagian-based bike-sharing 
company with e-bikes and GPS-routing device 
services, which replaced the old Copenhagen City 
Bikes

● Vaimoo entered Copenhagen in 2018 with a 
partnership with the city for both station-based 
and free-floating parking modalities 

● Denmark experienced a boom of e-scooters in 2019 
due to the trial traffic provision which was met 
with a ban on free-floating scooters and city-quotas 
in Copenhagen

● Three electric scooter companies (Voi, Tier, Lime) 
are still active in 2021 and have about 3 000 – 3 
200 scooters in Copenhagen metropolitan area 
(capped limit)

● Last year, Voi reported over 1.5 million rides and 
having 175,000 users in Denmark

Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

E-scootersBike sharing

● FluidTime offers a mobility app which combines the public transport app 
(Rejseplanen) and private service providers developed together with Aarhus

● Public Rejseplanen-app includes the public transport-solutions offered

Provider Providers Providers

Providers

🛴
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Infrastructure: 

Major projects focuses on green and tight proximities between consumers
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● DK has initiated a plan to expand the 
Copenhagen public transport by integrating 
stations with cross-city transport

● New transports concern light rail, BRT and the 
South Corridor (expanded railroads)

The Metropol-Network

● Metro-tunnel to be constructed between 
Copenhagen and Malmö to integrate regional 
labor-market

● Expanding the Øresund-bridge with a cargo-
track to solve for bottlenecks when Fehmarn belt 
fixed link is constructed

Fixed Links across Öresund

● Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link is part of the 
German/Danish/Swedish/Norwegian STRING-
corridor

● The Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link provides a tunnel 
and integrates the Öresund bridge with Germany

Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link

● Future high potential opportunity where a 
bridge over Kattegatt will connect Zealand and 
Jutland with car- and train opportunities

● The potential is focused to increase Lufthavn-
access for the eastern Jutlandic population with 
4Mn potential new air travelers

Kattegatt Connection

● The STRING-project focuses on connecting 
Hamburg – Oslo through Copenhagen, Malmö 
and Gothenburg with a hydrogen-corridor 
through Fehmarn and Øresund

● The project intends to strengthen the logistics-
and distributions in the region by integrating 
local-, regional- and national actors

STRING – Hydrogenkorridoren

● The newly built “City Ring” was finished in 2019 
and connected the central station with the 
metro-network

● New project of opening up M4, connecting 
Sydhavn and Valby within the metro-network

Metron
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Smart Road: 

There is a focus on autonomous testbeds combined with green transportation 

solutions 
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● The Danish Road Directorate will install approx. 
50 fast charging parks along the public road 
network through Denmark

● The 630 chargers will decrease the need for 
detours for EVs while on road

Statsvejnettet

● Autonomous bus operations in Aalborg since 
2020 provided by Holo and partnering with 
Navya was inaugurated by Minister of Transport 
Benny Engelbrecht

● The pilot project have expanded to Copenhagen 
as the first autonomous public road service 
operating in the capital using V2X-tech

Smart Bus (V2X) - Holo

● INRIX is mapping possible congestion from 
connected vehicles and re-direct the drivers to 
other roads

● INRIX has operated since 2015, partnering with 
the danish road authority (Vejdirektoratet)

INRIX – Congestion planner

● Several projects within automation for 
maintenance of shipping as well as automated 
optimized coastal routing for fuel-efficiency

● Several ongoing initiatives to transform shipping 
towards hydrogen-fuelled ships

Shipping Lab

● LINC will initiate two tests in Copenhagen at 
Lyngby and Albertslund to test for how to 
integrate autonomous shuttles in the public 
space

● The vision is to have 29 connections across 
Copenhagen attached to the light rail stations

LINC – Autonomous test beds

● Green Mind Project is a Danish-European 
initiative to promote SME’s within innovations 
of green and smart mobility

● Projects on intelligent road lights to increase 
energy-efficiency for the municipalities through 
smart steer-systems.

Smart City Clusters

Source: Road Directorate; INRIX; Holo; Shipping Lab; LINC; Smart City Clusters
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Initiatives & platforms

Business promotion & innovation

Danish smart sustainable transportation ecosystem
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Universities

Charging infrastructure

Mobility service providers

Bus operators

Consultants

National government bodies Local transport authorities Test beds

Technical research institutions

Smart infrastructure & automated driving 

Regional & local authorities

Mobility clusters


